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ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
ELECTION
UNDERWAY
ames Cahill '76, chair of the
Nominating Committee for the
Alumni Association has
announced the names of those
persons who are candidates for the
18, soon-to-be vacated seats on the
Board of Governors.
These candidates have prepared
statements which are included and
official ballots are being mailed to
enable you to cast your vote. Cahill
stresses the importance of participation of each person voting in
order to a have fair representation of
all classes as well as a strong Board.
Ballots are due in to the Law SChool's
Alumni Relations Office, and will be
counted by Nominating Committee
members on August 3.
The Alumni Association Board of
Governors are responsible for
encouraging and assisting the Law
SChool in maintaining and improving
its high quality of legal education.
Additionally, the Board lends support
in assisting students in the furtherance of their legal careers and
generally aids in promoting a spirit
of community and friendship among
the entire membership.
Those persons running for office
are: (names appear in alphabetical
order and the statements appear as
submitted)

McLAUGHLIN NAMED
NEW DEAN

J

BERMAN, RodS. '82

Employment: Spensley Hom
Jubas and Lubitz

Education:
Indiana University, M.S.
UCLA, B.S.
Affiliations: secretary, Division
of Chemistry and the Law,
American Chemical Society
Registered United States
Attorney
California Lawyers for the Arts
"I am extremely interested in
actively participating on the Board of
the Loyola Alumni Association. I look
forward to using my other experience in professional associations to
further increasing involvement of
alumni. I am proud to have been
educated at Loyola, and enthusiastically look forward to serving Loyola
and increasing alumni interactions.
BLACKMAN, MarkS. '85
Employment: Mink, Alpert & Barr

Education: UCLA, B.A.
Affiliations: Loyola Student Bar
Association, 1983-85
Loyola S.B.A. President, 1984-85
Ex-Officio Member Board of
Governors, 1984-85
Appointed Member of Board of
Governors, 1985-90
"I have been a member of Loyola's
Board of Governors since July 1984.
At that time, I served as an ExOfficio Member of the Board as
President of the Student Bar
Association. 1n the last six years we
have seen greater participation in
Alumni activities including the
Annual Alumni dinner, days at the
races, theater parties, and annual

ev. James N. Loughran, S.).,
president of Loyola
Marymount University has
announced the appointment of
Gerald T. Mclaughlin as the new
Dean of the SChool of Law.
Mclaughlin will join the Law
School community effective January
1991. He comes from the Brooklyn
Law School where he served as
Professor of Law and Associate Dean

R

Hollywood Bowl picnics/concerts. As
activities chairperson for the last two
years, I have encouraged the Board
to increase the number of such
alumni gatherings in the hopes th~t
such events will encourage alumm
donations. It is my hope that efforts
will continue in the coming year. I
believe I can be of great help to the
Board and the Law School in
achieving our goal of increasing the
donor base and alumni donations."
BLOOM, Judith Bene '75

for Development.
Dean Mclaughlin is an expert in
commercial law, with a particular
interest in the Law of Letters of
Credit. He has lectured in the United
States, England, Australia, Hong
Kong and New Zealand and has also
taught at the University of
Connecticut ·Law School and
Fordham Law School and brings a
wealth of administrative and
professional experience with him to
this position.
He received his B.A., Summa Cum
Laude from Fordham University and
a ].D. from New York University
School of Law where he was a RootTilden Scholar.
A reception will be held for Dean
Mclaughlin and all alums are
encouraged to join the adr. inistration, faculty and staff in welcoming
him to Loyola. You will receive more,
detailed information in the mail
regarding this reception.
Editor's Note: Father Loughran has
also announced that Professor Fred
Lower will serve as interim dean
until Dean Mclaughlin assumes the
•
position.

Workers' Compensation Law
and Probate Law.
"As a member of the Board of
Governors, I am interested in
continuing to secure the best of
Administrators, Faculties and
students for Loyola; in having
greater participation of our ever
growing alumni in Loyola, and in
offering programs to the legal
community which will be of
assistance in conforming to the ever
changing requirements for practice
in this state."

Employment: Partner in the firm of
Tobin & Tobin
"We all benefit from
improvements at Loyola and from
improvements in the legal community's perceptions about Loyola. Th~
function of the Board of Governors IS
to help to make those improvements.
As a member of the Board of
Governors, I have tried to work in
that direction. I would like the
opportunity to continue to work to
help Loyola to provide the best legal
education available."
BOSSERMAN, Gordon E. '75
Employment: Baker & McKenzie

Affiliations: Membership, American
Bar Association
Membership, Los Angeles County
Bar Association
Participant, Public Counsel
Advocate's Program and the
Attorney/ Client Relations and
Fee Dispute Committees of the
Los Angeles Bar Association
"I am very interested in the
opportunity to serve on the Board of
Governors and to actively work with
the Alumni Association on
fundraising activities."
BURG, Leslie C. '54

Employment: Sole practitioner in
Los Angeles, specializing in

CARTER, H. Bruce '89

BURNS AND DARLING
FOUNDATION GIFlS
PUSH 1989-90 GMNG
TO A RECORD $1.75
MILLION
t has often been said that without
the Fritz B. Burns Foundation,
Loyola Law School would not
exist as we know it today. During the
1989-90 fiscal year, which concluded
on June 30, the Burns Foundation
again made major contributions to
the growth of the School and pushed
the total giving to Loyola Law School
over the $1 .75 million mark.
This year support from the Burns
Foundation was designated primarily
for the Casassa Building and student
scholarships. It is also important to
note that close to $30,000 was given
by the Foundation to match alumni
and friends gifts to the Donovan
Instructional Hall. This fulfilled
their $250,000 matching pledge for
the hall.
In addition to their monetary
support, the Bums Foundation board
members also share their time and
expertise with various boards at the
Law School and Loyola Marymount.
]. Robert Vaughan '39 was the first
chairman, and ~s a continuing
member of the Board of Visitors.
Joseph Rawlinson '58 is a member of
the Board of Visitors, Richard C.
Dunn is a member of the LMU Board
of Trustees, and William H. Hannon,
LMU ·3 7 is a member emeritus of the
LMU Board of Regents.

I

THE HUGH AND HAZU DARLING FOUNDATION

or the second year, a
new foundation has also
played a significant part in the
growth of the Law School. The Hugh
and Hazel Darling Foundation has
pledged $1,000,000 over a 5 year
period to fund the Hugh and Hazel
Darling Ubrary Pavilion in the
casassa Building. Richard L Stack '73
is trustee for the foundation and also
volunteers his time to serve on the
law school Board of Visitors.
•

F

Employment: Shearman & Sterling
Education: Golden Gate
University, M.B.A.
University of Southern
california, B.S.
Affiliations: Order of the Coif
Co- Chairman, Black Law Students
Association
Executive Committee - Classroom
of the 80s
"I am a recent graduate of Loyola
Law School and am currently
associated with the law firm of
Shearman & Sterling in Los Angeles.
As a student and an alumus, I have
worked with the students and
administration in many areas
including student recruitment, job
placement and minority relations. I
would welcome the opportunity to
continue serving and contributing to
the school as a member of the Board
of Governors."
CHODOS, David M. '66

Employment: Senior partner in the
firm of Simke, Chodos, Silberfeld
& Anteau, Inc.
Education: UCLA, B.A.
Affiliations: Chairman of the I 9605
Moot Court Building Fund
Continued on page 9

Professor Bill Coskran Class of 1959

he Law School and the Alumni
Association are pleased to
announce that Professor Bill
Coskran ' 59, has been selected as
the distinguished graduate for this
year's Annual Alumni Dinner. The
event to be held at the Sheraton
Grande Hotel, downtown Los Angeles,
is scheduled for Thursday, November
15, 1990 beginning at 6:00p.m.
The Fall edition of the Loyola
Lawyer will provide an in-depth
article on the honoree and more
details on ticket purchase.
Be sure to mark your calendars
today because this event is one
that you will not want to missf
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DEAN'SM

Frederick f. Lower, ]r.

t any one time, there are
thirty or more American law
schools searching for a new
dean. For eight years we were spared
that task. But effective July 1, 1990
Arthur Frakt left the dean's office and
returned to the classroom where he
will teach Torts and Worker's
Compensation after he enjoys a well
earned sabbatical leave.
As regular readers of this column
know, during Arthur's tenure virtually
every aspect of the law school grew
significantly; the size of the faculty,

A

SAGE GIFTS FROM ALUMNI

the size of the library, the services
provided by the library, the output of
scholarly writing, student
scholarships, and endowed chairs.
Arthur presided over the completion
of the building program, producing
an internationally known campus,
and Loyola's initiation into the Order
of the Coif.
A year long national search for
Arthur's successor was concluded in
June when Rev. James N. Loughran,
S.]., president of the university,
announced that in January, 1991
Gerald T. McLaughlin, currently
associate dean for development and
professor of law at Brooklyn Law
School, will become the fourteenth
dean of Loyola Law School. Dean
McLaughlin is an expert in
commercial law, legal systems of the
Middle East and narcotics legislation.
He was an associate-in-law at Boalt
Hall and an assistant professor at the
University of Connecticut Law
School. In 19 71, after practicing law
with Cleary, Gottlief, Steen and
Hamilton, he returned to law teaching as a professor at Fordham Law
School where he remained until 1987
when he became a professor of law
at Brooklyn Law School. He has a
bachelor's degree from Fordham
University and his law degree
was earned at New York University
of Law.
I will be interim dean until Jerry
McLaughlin arrives next January.
Please join me in a hearty "thank
you" to Arthur and a warm
"welcome" to Jerry McLaughlin.
•

Planned Giving Update

BUILDING YOUR PERMANENT
ENDOWMENT FUND
uilding a permanent endowment fund while making
manageable annual gifts is
what Victoria Chaney-Brosman '78,
Robert Fang '72, ]esse Hernandez
'79, Deborah Perfetti-Felt '79 and
Peter Scolney '79 have decided to
do for their Law School. These
graduates are the first to take part in
a special alumni program which will
allow them to leave a permanent
endowment to the school while they
give manageable annual or monthly
tax deductible contributions (see
accompanying story).
The goal of a strong academic
institution such as Loyola Law
School is to build a large endowment
to support the institution in
perpetuity. Currently the law school
has an endowment of $11 million.
In the next five years the
endowment will grow rapidly. This
growth will be due in large part to
the generous gifts from alumni who
designate Loyola Law School as
owners and beneficiaries of their life
insurance policies. Be it a traditional
life insurance policy or the
sophisticated charitable reverse split
dollar transaction (see story p. 2),
gifts of life insurance are becoming a
popular way to receive a tax
deduction, fund a significant
endowment and gain well deserved
recognition for yourself.
Randy Spiro, chairman of the
Loyola Law School Planned Giving
Committee encourages all alumni
who want to leave a legacy to take
part in this program: "The law school
provided us the foundation we
needed to make our mark as
professionals. It seems m11y fitting
that we want to give something back
and help the future generations of

B

Loyola Law School students acquire
the tools to make their mark."
Your gift of a new or existing
policy will result in an income tax
deduction. The gift value of a new
policy is the gross premium paid by
the donor to the insurance company.
The gift value of a previously
purchased single premium or paidup policy is the single premium the
insurance company would charge
currently for a comparable contract
of equal face amount on the life of a
person the same age as the insured
on the date of the gift.
Premiums paid on life insurance
donated to charity are also
deductible. It is suggested that if a
donor makes a gift of the premium
dollars to the charity which then
pays the premiums to the insurer,
the maximum deduction is more
easily accepted by the Internal
Revenue Service.
Gifts toward your life insurance
premium on any policy irrevocably
designated to Loyola Law School will
be counted as part of the Advocates
Fund and all donors will receive
recognition and benefits based on
our Advocates giving levels.
In addition, a permanent
recognition for each contribution will
be set up based on the individual
donor wishes.
Jerry Amalfitano, a 1972 graduate
of Loyola Marymount University and
an agent for New York Ufe, has been
working with the Law School to
share the information about this
successful planned giving tool with
our alumni. If you would like to
speak to Amalfitano about how your
needs can be met through the gift of
life insurance, please call Laura
Lollar, director of Development at
the Law School at (213) 736-1046. •

INCREASE IN 1989-90
A
lumni gave generously in
I989-90 to support building
projects, the dean's
unrestricted fund and various
student scholarship funds. At press
time over 700 alumni had given gifts
totaling more than $200,000. The
fiscal year ended June 30.
Roxanne Christ '85, chairman of
the Advocates announced that this
year members of the classes of the
1980s gave in record numbers to
support the Classroom of the 805
project. This classroom is being
funded entirely by graduates of the
1980s and will be housed in the
Casassa Building (see accompanying
story). The number of donors from
the 1980s was 242 and the total
giving amount increased by 85%.
Unrestricted and scholarship
support came from virtually every
decade of graduates. With tuition
over $12,000 and the competition for
top level and minority students

ROBERT BOWMAN
'49TO FUND
CAPITAL PROGRAM
11

T

here is a need for a strong
bond of mutual support
and concern between
alumni and the Law School to keep
Loyola a vital, progressive learning
institution of which we can all be
proud," states Robert Bowman, class
of 1949, upon making a gift to the
law school of irrevocable life
insurance which will ultimately be
worth over $4 million in endowment.
It is Mr. Bowman's desire to "make
it possible for the School to continue
and improve important development
programs which benefit the School
and its alumni. To this end he, in
conjunction with two business
partners, made this generous gift to
Loyola by using a Charitable Reverse
Split Dollar Pension Plan.
The Charitable Reverse Split Dollar
Pension Plan allows the company to
make an investment in a pension
plan with Loyola Law School
protecting it with an insurance
policy. Benefits of this plan include
tax deductions for the donors and/or
their company and the creation of a
significant endowment for the institution. In addition, tax deferred cash
accumlations also benefit the donor
in a way similar to an IRA account.
"This gift is greatly appreciated
and is signifcant to the law school
today because it allows us to provide
collateral for construction projects
needed in the near future," said
Robert Cooney, assistant dean for
business and development.
Bob Bowman has been an
attorney and counselor at law in
Newport Beach for over 35 years.
Bowman has been married to his
wife Marion for 45 years and the
•
couple have two children.

fierce, scholarship funds are
extremely important to recruiting
and retaining a strong and diverse
student body. The Women Alumni
Scholarship Fund was established
this year and was well received.
Unrestricted funds allow the Dean
the discretionary income to fund
special projects and programs as the
need arises. This year unrestricted
funds were used for research grants
for professors. and special
scholarships for students.
A full report and listing of donors
will be published in the fall in the
annual Honor Roll of Donors. For
further information contact Laura
Lollar, director of Development,
(2 13) 736-1046.
If you wish to make a gift to the
1990-91 Advocates Fund, please
make your check payable to Loyola
Law School and mail to The
Advocates, 1441 W. Olympic
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90015. •

Loyola Law School
Frederick f. Lower, jr.
Interim Dean
Robert A. Cooney
Assistant Dean for Business
and Development
Laura D. Lollar
Director of Development
Toni Lieteau
Editor, Director of Communications
Eloise Amundson
Assistant Editor
james jeffrey
Richard McGregor
Photographers

LOyola Law School adheres to and
supports all legal requirements for nondiscrimination and equal opportunity in
all of its programs. As a jesuit- related
institution, the Law School recognizes its
moral and ethical obligation to
affirmatively provide opportunities for a
quality legal education to qualified
applicants of diverse backgrounds,
interests and professional goals and
objectives.

The Loyola Lawyer is the newspaper
of Loyola Law School, LOs Angeles,
published by the Communications Office
for alumni, students and friends of the
Law School.
Opinions expressed in this publication
are those of the individual authors and
not necessarily those of the Law School
administration. Unsolicited manuscripts
and photographs are welcome, but will
not be returned unless accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Letters to the editor must be signed, but
only the writer's initials will be published
if so requested. Letters not intended for
publication should indicate same.
Address all mail to:
Editor: Loyola Lawyer
LOyola Law School
1441 West Olympic Boulevard
P.O. Box 15019
LOs Angeles, CA 90015-3980
Circulation this issue: 8,000

Father Merrifield (c) gives his thanks to Deborah Perfetti-Felt '79 and Peter Scolney '79 for their
endowment gifts at a recent lunch at the law school.
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LOYOLA REUNIONS
1910 Reunion

CLASS OF 1980 AND
t 985 NEAR GOALS
ver $140,000 has been
pledged toward the $250,000
goal to dedicate the Classroom of the '80s. With the leadership
of alumni volunteers, the classes of
1980 and I 985 are closing in on
their class goals of $40,000 and
$25,000 respectively.
Based on the number of years
since graduation, the Class of 1980
has the highest class goal. Through
June 15, alumni have pledged
$33,000 toward the $40,000 mark.
Working to contact their classmates
for the Class of 1980 are Nick
Saggese, chairman of the Classroom
of the '80S campaign; Susan Glass,
Phil Maynard, Frank Real and George
Snyder. Alumni were also contacted
during the phonathon this winter.
Most graduates of 1980 who are
supporting the Classroom of the '80s
have chosen to give at the
Benefactor and Partner levels. The
average pledge is $1,500 over the
three year period.
Members of the Class of 1985 have
pledged $21,000 toward their
$25,000 goal. Working to contact
their classmates are Scott Alderton,
Mark Blackman, Roxanne Christ and
Deborah Snyder.
Most donors from the Class of
1985 have given at the Associate and
Donor levels with an average gift of
$7 50 over the three year period.
Pledges to the Classroom of the

0

(L to R) Committee members Michael Barth '70, jeffrey Lee '70, Sheila Sanenshine '70, Roberta
Winograde Lee '70 and Master of Ceremonies wayne Armstrong '70. (L to R) Carl Agren '70, Hon.
Reginald Dunn '70 and john Adams '70 catch up on what has happened in their lives during the last 20
years since Jaw school.

he Loyola Law School Class of
1970 2D-year reunion was held
at Ma Maison Sofitel in Beverly
Hills. Wayne Armstrong ' 70 served as
the master of ceremonies. The
reunion committee - including
Sheila Sonenshine '70, Roberta

Winograde Lee '70, Jeffrey Lee '70,
Tim Tierney '70 and Michael Barth '70
- planned an evening of dining and
dancing. Magician Bodine Bolasco
surprised the 70 attendees with a
•
few of his card-trick antics.

1950 Reunion

'80s will be accepted through
December 31, 1990. Dedication
ceremonies for the Classroom will be
held in early 1991.
If you are a member of the Class of
1980 or 1985 and have not yet made
a gift to the Classroom of the '80S,
your gift could put your class over
the goal. You are encouraged to
participate.
CLASSROOM OF THE '80S UPDAn
Class Year

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Goal
$40,000
$30,000
$30,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$20,000
$20,000
$15,000

Pledged

$33,000
$ 5,160
$15,515
$ 8,690
$ 9,100
$21,000
$12,290
$11,320
$11,515
$ 4,830

In addition to funds raised by the
graduates of the 1980s, other alumni
and members of the Loyola Law
School faculty have made gifts
totaling over $5,000.
If you would like further
information on the Classroom of
the '80s please contact your class
representative or call Laura Lollar,
director of Development at the Law
School, (213) 736-1046.
•

TWENTY-FIVE STUDENTS WORK THIS
SUMMER IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
record number of Loyola
students (25) are working
at public interest law
positions this summer, thanks to the
Law School's Public Interest Summer
Employment Grant Program. Under
that program, which began in 1984,
the Law School enables students to
undertake public interest employment during the summer by providing all or part of their salary.
Each summer the number of
students participating in the
program has increased, from eight in
the program's first year to more than
three times that number this
summer. Professor ]an Costello, chair
of the committee which administers
the program, believes that Loyola
student interest in public service is
on the rise. "Students come back
from their summer work experience
very enthusiastic. They spread the
word to their friends that there are
wonderful opportunities for public
interest employment, and that
funding really is available."
The Committee on Public Interest
Summer Grants has made the
following awards to students
this summer:

A

(L to R) Berit and Hon. Floyd SChenk '50 talk with Orlan Friedman '50, chairman of the Loyola Law
SChool Class of 1950 Reunion.

he Loyola Law School Class of
1950 participated in its
40-year class reunion at the
Imperial Suite of the Biltmore Hotel
in downtown Los Angeles. Orlan
Friedman '50, reunion committee
chair, planned the cocktail reception

T

and dinner for the more than 50
attendees. Robert A. Cooney,
assistant dean of business and
development, Loyola Law School,
provided a Law School update on
the construction of the Casassa
Building and the new dean.
•

1955 Reunion

Student
Evelyn Baran

Eva Casas
Susan Fogel
wenty-plus members of the
Loyola Law School Class of
1955 gathered for their 35th
reunion at Sheraton Grande Hotel in
downtown Los Angeles. The special
guest speaker was Otto M. Kaus,
retired California Supreme Court
Justice, and the class' Legal Methods
professor. Dean Arthur N. Frakt of
Loyola Law School gave his remarks.
The reunion committee consisted of
Samuel Goldfarb '55, Bernard
Grossman '55, Richard Schlottman '55
•
and Daniel Stack '55.

T

Cathy Haddad
Rhonda Kohler
Edward Morales
Terri Muse
Daniel Terveer
Samuel Goldfarb '55 celebrated his 35th law
school reunion with wife Miriam.

Steven Wyllie

Place of Work
Protection &
Advocacy, Inc.
Protection &
Advocacy, Inc.
Southern California
Women's Law Center
American Civil
Uberties Union
Southern California
Women's Law Center
American Civil
Uberties Union
Legal Aid
Foundation
Mental Health
Advocacy Services
American Civil
Uberties Union

Loyola students who were eligible
for federal work-study assistance
were funded through that program
to maximize the financial assistance
available to them. Where a public
interest employer could not make
the 3D-percent contribution toward
work-study, Loyola Law School paid
that contribution on behalf of the
employer. This permitted work-study
eligible students to undertake public
interest employment. Students
receiving work-study assistance
from Loyola include:
Student

Place of Work

Richard Bloom

California Lawyers for
the Arts
Legal Aid
Foundation of
Los Angeles
California Attorney
General
American Civil
Uberties Union
National Center for
Immigrant Rights
Los Angeles County
Public Defender
American Civil
Uberties Union
Labor & Human
Resources Senate
Committee
American Civil
Uberties Union
Legal Aid
Foundation of
Long Beach
Citizens for
a Better
Environment
Legal Aid
Foundation of
Long Beach
National Oceanic &
Atmospheric
Administration
westside Legal
Services

Elaine Britton

Josephine Chow
Howard Davis
Tal Finney
Stephanie
Freidenreich
Diane Kahn
Debra
Karpowich
Neil Klasky
Nicole Krenn

Jack Nick

Nicholas Paulos

Tali Shaddow

Steven
Topoozian

Continued on page 9
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FACULTY FORUM
Education Association's annual
convention of teacher union
attorneys. She also spoke this year to
the National Association of Attorneys
General annual conference on state
constitutional law.

well as the law of land use. As of July
1, I990, KANNER becomes professor
emeritus. At that time, he will be of
counsel to the law firm of Crosby,
Heafy, Roach & May, a large Oakland
firm which has recently established
an office in Los Angeles. KANNER
recently completed an article on the
law of remedies for uncompensated
takings of private property. It will
appear as a chapter in the colloquium papers of the United Kingdom
Committee on Comparative Law.
KANNER. in connection with his
participation on this committee, has
been awarded a grant by the British
Academy. In addition, KANNER is a
planning co-chairman of the sixth
annual Land Use Institute: Planning,
Regulation, litigation, Eminent
Domain and Compensation - in
August, in Boston, Massachusetts.

Barbara Blanco

BARBARA BLANCO serves as pro
bono counsel to the board of

directors of the St. Barnabas Senior
Center, a nonprofit agency seeking to
provide social services to the central
city's elderly, to assist them with
independent living. BLANCO also
handles pro bono cases with Public
Counsel and the Barristers'
Hospice/AIDS panel.

Edith Friedler

EDITH FRIEDLER has been
awarded a Fulbright grant to lecture
and research in Chile. The Fulbright
program is designed to increase
mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and the
people of other countries. Individuals
are selected on the basis of
academic and professional
qualifications, and their ability and
willingness to share ideas and
experiences with people of diverse
cultures. The program is
administered by the U.S. Information
Agency under policy guidelines
established by the presidentially
appointed Board of Foreign
Scholarships. Scholarships are
awarded through open competition,
and 29 foreign governments share in
the funding of these exchanges.
FRIEDLER has also become a
member of the Executive Committee
of the International Law Section of
the Los Angeles County Bar
Association, and has been appointed
chair-elect of the Comparative Law
Section of the Association of
American Law Schools.

RANDY KANDEL is editor and
author of the article, "Deconstructing
Couples: the Matrimonial Lawyer as
Ritual Specialist;• to be published in
winter, I990 by the National
Association for the Practice of
Anthropology. KANDEL presented
"Intrusions, Exclusions, and
limitations of the Body in Custody
and Paternity Law," at the American
Ethnological Society in April. That
same month, KANDEL was symposium chair and discussant at the
Southwest Anthropological
Association's session entitled,
"Anthropologists and Attorneys
in Dialogue."

-Gideon Kanner

jennifer Friesen

JENNIFER FRIESEN recently
participated as a speaker at the
National Association of Lawyers

GIDEON KANNER. while on sabbatical this semester, was a guest
lecturer in Great Britain at the
University of Aberdeen, Exeter,
cambridge, Reading and London City
University. He lectured on the Jaw of
eminent domain and valuation, as

SAMUEL H. PILLSBURY delivered a
paper entitled, "Evil and the Law of
Murder," to attendees of faculty
workshops at both the University of
Southern California and Loyola Law
School during the spring. His first
article, "Emotional Justice:
Moralizing the Passions of Criminal
Punishment;• which originally
appeared in the Cornell Law Review,
will be reprinted in a volume on la w
and philosophy by the Dartmouth
Publishing Company of England.

DAN SCHECHTER recently
addressed the 1990 Joint Credit
Conference of National Food
Manufacturers in La Jolla. The topic
was "Inventory Suppliers and
Preference liability: Problems and
Solutions." SCHECHTER was also a
panelist for the Los Angeles County
Bar Commercial Law Committee
presentation in April. The topic was
"Current Development Affecting the
Drafting of Commitment Letters."

Victor}. Gold

VICTOR]. GOLD co-authored
volume 2 7 of Federal Practice and
Procedure. This book, written with
Charles Alan Wright, is part of a
series of volumes addressing
procedural law in the federal courts.
GOLD's volume deals with the
Federal Rules of Evidence. In May
and June, GOLD spoke on the basics
of contract law in programs aimed
at artists with disabilities. The
programs were presented by
california Lawyers for the Arts.

Joint Legislative Committee on
Surrogate Parenting in 1989- 90. In
addition, MICHEL co-presented a
one- day bioethics educational
workshop on treatment of terminally
and critically ill patients for legislators and consultants in Maret\. Also
in March, MICHEL presented legal
issues in biotechnology to high
school students at the Museum of
Science and Industry. In May, she
made a presentation on legal issues
in forgoing life sustaining treatment,
to the Inland Association for
Continuity of Care, in San Bernardino.

Laurie L Levenson

LAURIE L LEVENSON just finished
a comprehensive analysis on
Proposition I IS, the Crime Victims
Justice Reform Act, for the Criminal
Law Section of the california State
Bar. She remains active in the
Executive Committee of the Criminal
Law Section of the State Bar and will
be judging an essay contest created
for law students who write on
current topics of criminal law.

JOHN McDERMOTT presented a
paper on the jurisdiction and choice
of law in product liability cases
involving products made overseas, at
the Asia Pacific Lawyers Association
Conference in Beijing, China in April.
While in Beijing, McDERMOTT was
visiting lecturer to the faculty of law
at the University of International
Business and Economics. He spoke
on private international law.
McDERMOTT was appointed cochairman of the Commercial Dispute
Resolution Committee of the Asia
Pacific Lawyers Association. During
the 1990-91 school year, McDermott
will be on leave from Loyola while
serving as visiting professor of law at
Dokkyo University in Tokyo, Japan,
where he will teach the courses: U.S.
Trade Law, u.s. Intellectual Property
Law, Conflict of Laws and Gender
Discrimination.

VICKI MICHEL has been appointed
co-chair of the Los Angeles County
Bar Association - Los Angeles
County Medical Association Joint
Committee on Biomedical Ethics for
1990-91. This committee wrote the
guidelines on "Foregoing life
Sustaining Treatment," to be
published in the Los Angeles Lawyer.
MICHEL was co-director with David
Blake, Ph.D., associate professor of
philosophy, Loyola Maryrnount
University, of a two-week Bioethics
Institute at LMU in June. She has also
served on the advisory panel to the

Dan Stewart

DAN STEWART will visit the
University of Chile from July 20
through August 15, 1990, where he
will speak on the current
constitutional status of very high
punitive damages in civil cases,
concentrating on the recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision: Browning Ferris Industries v. Kelco,

s 7 LW

4985 (1989), which held that the
Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth
Amendment does not apply to
punitive-damages awards in cases
between private parties even where
the jury's award of punitive-damages
exceeded by more than 100 times
the plaintiffs actual damages.
STEWART will also speak on the
case now pending before the
Supreme Court: Alco/ac v. Elam., in
which the basic question presented
is whether punitive damages are
constitutional when they can be
awarded by a civil jury, under a civil
burden of proof and are based not
on objective criteria but on basically
standardless discretion. In addition
to his speaking engagements,
STEWART will participate in round
table discussions on law teaching
and future exchange programs
between the University and Loyola
Law School.
•
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LOYOLA CONFERS

LOYOLA PARTICIPATES IN MEXICAN
STUDENTEXCHANGEPROG~

J.D. DEGREES
..--..,................_

Rev. james N. Loughran, 5.}., president of LMV,
Dean Arthur N. Frakt and Rev. Donald P.
Merrifield, S.}., chancellor of LMU.

he crowd gathered on Alumni
Mall and the atmosphere was
filled with excitement as the
1990 Loyola Law School graduates,
families and friends awaited the
moment when Father Loughran
conferred Juris Doctor degrees on
the latest members of the Law
School student body to join the
ranks of Attorneys-at-Law.
Minutes before the conferring of
degrees, the audience heard
Associate Justice Edward A. Panelli,
California Supreme Court, deliver the
keynote address and give a picture
of what each of the graduates had to
look forward to in their future roles
as attorneys.

T

Registrar Frank Real '80, who served as the
Grand Marshall, led the processionalfor the
ceremony.

Lawrence McLaughlin '78
presented the Alumni Association's
Award; an award presented to two
outstanding members of the
graduating class who over the years
displayed high moral character and
overall scholastic achievement. The
award this year went to Dennis Taiji
Yokoyama, day division, and to Lee
L Auerbach, evening division.
It will, no doubt, remain a most
memorable ceremony for those in
attendance, but most especially for
Arthur N. Frakt who presided over
his last graduation ceremony as
Dean of the Law School. In a most
fitting tribute for the many
contributions of Dean Frakt during
his tenure, the faculty selected him
to receive the Rev. Richard A.
Vachon, S.]., Distinguished Service
Medallion. This award is bestowed
on a person who is recognized for
humanitarian service to the
community and to the Law School.
In accepting the award Dean Frakt
said, 'Tm deeply honored to be the
recipient of the Vachon Award. I
don't believe I deserve this. I
personally take it as a reflection of
the positive things the entire Law
School community is doing in the
fields of Human Rights and
Affirmative Action."

•

Interim Dean Fred Lower, ]r. '64, judy Murphy,
C.S.}., General Counsel for the Archdiocese of
Los Angeles, Associate justice Edward Panel/i,
California Supreme Court, and Roger Sullivan
'52 attended the 1990 Graduation Ceremony.

FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY A CELEBRATION RECEPTION WAS HELD FOR
GRADUATES AND THEIR GUESTS

craig Pynes '90 is joined byfamily members to celebrate the day.

Carla Muller '90 receives congratulations from a
special young guest, Danielle Hoskins.

Gary Tokumori '90 and friends Kathy Shaurette
and Ryan Miczusaki.

(L to R) Resident hosts Dorothy Booth,
executive secretary, Chancellor's Office,
and her husband Jim discuss the exchange
program -and the possibility of their going
to Mexico for Phase II - with Roberto
Longoria '90 and Ricardo Sheffield Padilla,
the program's coordinatorfrom Vniversidad
lberoamericana Plante/ Leon (VIA) SChool
of Law

t started simply with a Jetter
of invitation to Loyola Law
School from the Universidad
Iberoamericana Plante! Leon (UIA)
School of Law. Now it is an
established student exchange
program between Mexico and the
United States, the first phase of
which was hosted at the Law School
the week of April 22, I990. Known as
the Mexican Student Exchange
Program, its second phase will take
place at the University in Leon,
Guanajuato, Mexico from August 5
through 11, 1990.
The goals of the program are to
develop a better understanding
between the peoples of Mexico and
the U.S., amplify the law students'
understanding and experience by
means of direct contact with a
judicial system different from their
own, permit students to develop a
practical scope of comparative law
which will serve as a base to
promote interest in post-graduate
studies in this field, and open the
doors ofstudent interchange
between the universities.
Members of the planning
committee are Ana Segura '77,
former president, Loyola Law School
Hispanic Alumni Scholarship
Foundation; Marcia Gonzales,
president, Mexican American Bar
Association (MABA); Raoul Ayala,
president elect, MABA and advisor to
the Mexican Consulate; Phillip
Trevino, adjunct professor of law,
Loyola Law School; and Cassandra
Tolbert, assistant to the dean and
administrator for multi-cultural
affairs, Loyola Law School.
The exchange program, even in its
early stages, receive.d a great deal of
support. "We hope that it will be the
first of many such enrichment
programs," said Tolbert, program
coordinator. "And we are grateful for
the generous support of the Law
School community (faculty, students,
administration and supporters), and
the Hispanic legal community
(Loyola Law School Hispanic Alumni
Scholarship Foundation, Mexican
American Bar Association, Mexican
Consulate). Without them, this
program would not have been
possible."
The 21 participants from Mexico
spent their first day in the city
touring the Loyola Marymount
University campus in Westchester
and participating in Earth Day
festivities. Later that same day, the
students were guests at a welcome
reception at Loyola Law School,
where they met resident, student and
internship hosts, members of the
MABA board of directors, program
committee members and law school
faculty. Speakers included Dean
Arthur N. Frakt; Chancellor Donald
Merrifield; Mexican Consul Jose Ortiz
Pedraza; and Ricardo Sheffield
Padilla, UIA coordinator for the
exchange program.

I

The remainder of the week was
consumed with activities varying
from attendance at evening classes
to presentations by Loyola
professors Edith Friedler and Michael
Wolfson. Highlights included visits to
Federal Court (where they had an
opportunity to observe oral
arguments as well as meet with
Judge William Byrne, Jr., adjunct
faculty member), the Second District
Court of Appeal and State Trial
Court; and tours of the Mexican
American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund (MALDEF). the
Metropolitan Detention Center, and
the Law Offices of Baker & Hosetler,
McCutchen, Black.
The exchange students, on their
fifth day, were paired with attorneys
specializing in their individual areas
of interest, and were given an
opportunity to observe their shortterm mentor during the course of a
regular business day. Later that day,
during the regularly scheduled MABA
meeting, UIA participants were
invited to present information on
developing legal trends in Mexico.
The meeting, which took place at
Tamayo's Restaurant in East Los
Angeles, was followed by a reception
co-sponsored by the Mexican
Consulate. The activity-filled week
concluded with a farewell party in
Hacienda Heights, and then it was
back to Mexico for the participants.
Phase II of the Mexican Student
Exchange Program, scheduled for
August 1990, will include a welcome
reception and tour of the
Iberoamericana University, an official
welcome dinner with a presentation
by the Organization of the
Jurisdiccional System and
attendance at evening classes.
Participants from the states will visit
the Civil City, Labor Law and

(L to R) U/A law instructors Fernando Alvarez
and Alfonso Fragoso, and VIA Program
Coordinator Ricardo Sheffield (at podium),
present Dean Arthur N Frakt with the
sculpture, ignacio y Javier en Paris.

Consumer Proteccion courts, dine
with the mayor of the City of Leon,
and tour the State House of
Representatives and Supreme State
Courts of Justice in Guanajuato City.
In addition to general sightseeing in
Leon and Guanajuato City, there will
be visits to a city police department
and the largest state jail. The
program concludes with a farewell
dinner party before the departure
back to Los Angeles.
On the occasion of the first phase
of the exchange program, the
Universidad Iberoamericana
representatives presented Loyola
with the sculpture, Ignacio y Javier
en Paris. Loyola will reciprocate in
kind when its representatives visit
Leon for Phase IL
As Tolbert explained, "This
program is a unique opportunity for
educational and intercultural
exchange benefitting law students
and faculty both here and in Mexico.
It also promotes productive - and
on- going - relationships between
Loyola Law School, our Hispanic
alumni and the Hispanic legal
community at large."
•
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VACHON MEMORIAL
MASS HELD IN JUNE

BLACK LAW STUDENTS AND LATINO LAW STUDENTS
ASSOCIATIONS HOST GRADUATION RECEPTION
he Loyola Law School Black
Law Students Association and
the Latino Law Students
Association presented the class of
1990 "Post-Graduation: The Fight
Continues" graduation reception at
the Law School on. Following a
welcome by Ed Morales and an
introduction of the speaker by
Eduardo Olivia '90, Attorney Antonia
Hernandez, president and general
counsel of the Mexican American
Legal Defense Education Fund
(MALDEF), addressed the guests.
Special faculty awards were
presented by Oswald Parada '90, .
Roberto Longoria '90 and Jacqueline
Rucker '90. Professor ]on Sylvester
announced the graduates and
DeAngelo Starnes '90 provided
•
the closing remarks.

T

Carol Schneiderman Knee '80, who described
Fr. Vachon as not only her torts professor, but
her mentor, confident and bestfriend as well,
attended the memorial mass and reception
with her son Matthew Richard (age six),
mother vera Schneiderman and herfather
(not pictured).

oyola alumni attended the
Memorial Mass and Reception
honoring the late Rev. Richard
A. Vachon, S.]. (September 14, 1919
- June 10, 1981) on Wednesday, June
13, 1990 at the Chapel of the
Advocate at Loyola Law School. A
reception immediately followed on
the Deans' Patio. The celebrant for
the mass was Rev. Donald P.
Merrifield, S.]., chancellor, Loyola
Marymount University. The memorial
celebrated Fr. Vachon, who passed
away nine years ago. Fr. Vachon
came to the Law School as a faculty
member in 1962; in 1968-69 he
served as dean, and was associate
•
dean from 1979 until his death.

L

CHANCELLOR MERRIFIELD
CELEBRATES SILVER
JUBILEE ANNIVERSARY
Attorney Antonia Hernandez, president and
general counsel of the Mexican American Legal
Defense Education Fund (MAWEF), addressed
guests of the Black Law Students Association
and Latino Law Students Association
graduation reception.
Victor jose Torres and his wife Lupe attended
the reception with their daughter Patty Torres
'90, who was among the graduates honored.

(L to R) Rev. R. ]ames Arenz, S.}., Rev. Donald
P. Merrifield, S.}., and Rev. Patrick D. Doherty,
S}. were among the priests ordained 25 years
ago at Blessed Sacrament Church.

ev. Donald P. Merrifield, S.].,
celebrated his silver jubilee, or
25 years as a priest of the
Catholic church, on June 9, 1990 at a
Mass and reception at Blessed
Sacrament Church, Hollywood. Fr.
Merrifield joined the Jesuits in 1951,
was ordained a Catholic priest by
Most Rev. John ). Ward, Bishop of Los
Angeles, at Blessed Sacrament in
1965. Now chancellor of Loyola
Marymount University, Fr. Merrifield
was president of LMU from 1969 to
1984. He earned a bachelor of
science degree in physics from the
California Institute of Technology,
and holds masters degrees in
physics, philosophy and sacred
theology from the University of Notre
Dame, St. Louis University, and the
University of Santa Clara,
respectively. In addition, Fr. Merrifield
received his Ph.D. in physics from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and has received
honorary doctorates from the
University of Southern California, the
University of Judaism and Hebrew
Union College.
Fr. Merrifield is a member of the
boards of Santa Marta Foundation,
the Right to Ufe League, the
Interfaith Center to Reverse the Arms
Race and the Humanitarian Law
Project of the Archbishop Romero
Relief Fund. He also serves on the
board of trustees of the University of
San Francisco, St. Joseph University
and Loyola Marymount University. •

R

Associate Dean for Student Affairs Michiko
M. Yamamoto (second from left) congratulates
jacqueline Rucker '90 upon her graduation
while Rucker's sister Joyce (L) and guest
]eree Jeffries (RJ look on.
Roberto Longoria '90, (second from right)
receives congratulations upon his graduation
from Victor Cardoza, Patricia Alberts, and
Karl Loureiro.

DONOR APPRECIATION DINNER
T
he Donovan Fellows/Board of
Visitors Dinner which took
place at The Bistro in Beverly
Hills is held annually by the Law
School in recognition of the Rev.
Joseph P. Donovan, S.]., Fellows who
give more than $1,000 annually to
fund student scholarships, capital
needs and other special projects and
programs. The dinner also recognized the Board of Visitors for their
contributions during the past year.
The Board of Visitors is comprised
of alumni and friends of the Law
School w ho advise the Dean on
many issues that affect the school.
The dinner also honored Arthur N.
Frakt whose tenure as Dean ended in
June. As a token of their appreciation, the Board of Visitors presented
Frakt with a check to help complete
payment for the etching, "Changing
Woman," by Helen Hardin, which
hangs in the Deans' Suite.
Patricia Phillips '67, outgoing
chairperson of the Board of Visitors,
was presented with a framed poster of
Loyola Law School. Roger Sullivan '52
will be the new chairperson.
•

f. Robert Vaughan '39 presented a token of
appreciation to Patricia Pnillips '67.
Charles Redmond 75, in discussing the many
benefits received by the Law School under
Dean Frakes tutelage, presented Frakt with a
momenta and contribution to the women's
Scholarship Fund in his name.
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ADMISSIONS FIRST YEAR STUDENT
INTRODUCTION DINNER RECAP
traditional event held at the
Law School every year is the
Admissions First Year Student
Introduction Dinner in which
students considering entering Loyola
in the fall are invited to the campus
to learn more about its people and
programs. This year's dinner was
served in the grassy area located
adjacent to Donovan Hall. A
Mexican-style meal was served, and
guests were the first members of the
general public to sample the beer
"Eureka," Wolfgang Puck's new
venture. Special guests included
Loyola Law School faculty members,
members of the Board of Governors
•
Mentor Program and students.

A

FIFTH ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
he Loyola Law School fifth
annual Golf Tournament was
held at the California Country
Club in Whittier. The 80 participants
started together, with a shotgun
start, and played a scramble
tournment in which the best ball
kept the teams in pace. An awards
ceremony, cocktails and buffet
concluded the event that raised
more than $2,000 for law student
scholarships.
•

T

L to R. The team of Bob Keese '69, Mike
Perryman, Bill Bondarock and john Courtney
won First Place Low Gross, with a 61.
Robert Murray '91, president of the Evening
Scudent Bar Association, introduces
representatives from the scudent organizations
to those in attendance.

Master of Cerem onies Roger Sullivan '52
awards a door prize of Tim Brown's football
jersey co Chuck Von Oer Ahe.

Randy Morrow '78 (1) and Roger Reynolds '78
(r) watch teammate Michael Cisneros' putt that
missed the hole.

Hon. Charles£ jones '65 of the LOs Angeles Superior Court and member of Loyola's Board of
Governors welcomes visitors Maria janosi, linda Hatcher and Suzanne Lee.

Margaret Martino, wife ofgolf tournam ent
chairman Fred Martino '39, and Robert Forrest
won the women's and men's putting contest,
respectively.

(L toR, Back Row) Professor Barbara Blanco
and Hillary BibicojJ'91 are pictured with
prospective students Dan ita Grimes, joanne
Motoike, Epifanio Fernandez and Hans
Hagen mayer.

SOlly Lockett, wife of Tom LOckett, chairman of
the fundraising skins game, concentrates on
the putting green.

Professor William Coskran '59 discusses with
Brian Buckley and Sharon 5. Muir '80 the
merits of studying Jaw at Loyola Law School.

ORANGE COUNTY FORUM
FIREWORKS FINALE

AT HOLLYWOOD BOWL
oyola Law School's fifth annual
Alumni Night at the Hollywood
Bowl is set for Saturday,
September 15, 1990. Alumni should
not miss this fantastic "Fireworks
Finale" featuring Conductor David
Alan Miller and 12-year-old violin
soloist sensation Leila Josefowicz,
who plays Vieuxtemps' tuneful and
exciting Fifth Concerto. The last
evening of the Bowl's season
concludes with Handel's Music for

L

Irene Ziebarth '84 (L) organized the first Orange County Forum which
focused on "Competing in a World Market" and featured Loyola Law SChool
professors John McDermott (C) and Jon Sylvester (R).

the Royal Fireworks. The concert will
also include pieces from Bernstein's
West Side Story and Borodin's
Polovtsian Dances.
The evening of music is preceded
by a catered barbecue at 6:00 p.m.
The concert begins at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets for the concert and dinner
are $30 per person. For more
information, contact Elizabeth Fry of
the Alumni Office at Loyola Law
School, at (2I3) 736-1096.
•
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LEGAL

BRIEFS

LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
News tips and change of address forms
are sent directly to alumni once a year.
Additional news or comments may be
directed to :
Editor, The Loyola Lawyer
Loyola Law School
1441 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90015-3980

REGINALD A. DUNN, who was named to
the Los Angeles Superior Court in 1989 by
Governor George Deukmejian, was profiled
in the March 27, 1990 issue of the Los
Angeles Daily journal. DUNN joined his
only sibling, Long Beach Municipal Court
Judge G. William Dunn, on the bench.

1949

MARC H. BERRY was the law clerk to family
law supervising judges Hogeboom and
Ryburn following his commencement and
has been a certified family law specialist
since 1980. Berry's wife Georgia completed
UCLA's I ntensive Attorney Assistant's
Training Program and has joined him as a
family law paralegal at Patterson, Neavitt &
Berry, Inc. in Valencia.

MARGARET KELLER, the first woma n to
practice law full-time i n Ventura County
(today there are more than 200), was
profiled on February 25, 1990 in the Oxnard
Press Courier. She has settled into probate
and estate planning, and has no plans for
retirement.

1956
WILLIAM H. ROUNDTREE, who has
practiced law in Cocoa, Florida for 27 years,
has served as a director of the Academy of
Florida Trial Lawyers, precinct
committeeman for the Democratic
Executive Committee of Brevard County,
chairman of the Democratic Committee and
state representative for Brevard County.

1960
LES J. HARTLEY has been elected to the
UCLA Alumni Association, Board of
Di rectors, to serve as regional organizations
representative beginning July 1,1990, and as
vice-president of regional organizations
commencing on July 1, 1991.

1963
CARL LOWTHORP was profiled in the
Ventura Star Free Press on January 7,1990.
LOWTHORP has been a practicing attorney
in Ventura County since 1964. He is a. senior
partner in the law offices of LOWTHORP,
RICHARDS, McMILLAN, M ILLER, CONWAY
& TEMPLEMAN, and specializes in
taxation law.

1966
JOE MARTINEZ, lead prosecutor for
the McMartin molestation case, was
p rofi led in the Los Angeles Daily Journal
in February, 1990.

1968

1972

1977
CHARLES L. BROSHEARS (LEE) was the
recent recipient of the Founders' Day
Honorary Service Award for 1989-90,
presented by the Sunnyside School P.T.A.,
for his outstanding service to children and
the community. A Los Osos resident,
BROSHEARS practices law in Morro Bay.
MICHAEL). COSGROVE has been installed
as president of the Desert Bar Association,
representing the eastern two-thirds of
Riverside County.
ROBERT MCINTYRE is the presiding
judge of the Desert Judicial District,
Municipal Court.

1978

HERMAN THORDSEN reports that the Law
Offices of Herman Thordsen in Santa Ana
currently has two associates and two law
clerks. THORDSEN and his wife Darilynn
have two children, Sean age six, and Nicole
age three.

MICHAEL F. NEWMAN '78 is a partner at
Dixon, Howell, Westmoreland & Newman
in Westwood Village, concentrating in
estate planning, probate estate litigation,
personal injury and workman's
compensation.

1974

FUMIKO HACHIYA WASSERMAN of the
Los Angeles Superior Court was profiled in
the April 3, 1990 edition of the Los
Angeles Daily journal. Formerly an
elementary school teacher, JUDGE
WASSERMAN was assigned to the Los
Angeles Juvenile Court on January 1,1990.

GLORIA ALLRED, feminists-rights attorney,
was a featured speaker at the University of
Redlands convocation in March, 1990.
ALLRED is a partner in the Los Angeles law
firm of ALLRED, MAROKO, GOLDBERG &
RIBAKOFF.
ROLAND L. COLEMAN, JR., president of
the John M. Langston Bar Association of
Black Lawyers, leads the association's new
officer delegation. COLEMAN, a former
deputy city attorney, is a partner at Wilson,
Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker, the
nation's largest insurance defense firm.
JANE C. FENNELLY of Dennis, Shafer, Wish
& Creim in Los Angeles was appointed to
the Executive Board of the Commercial Law
and Bankruptcy Section of the Los Angeles
County Bar.
PATTI S. KITCHING has been appointed by
Governor George Deukmejian to the Los
Angeles County Superior Court. KITCHING
has been a deuty attorney general in Los
Angeles as well as senior counsel for the
Bank of America.
GERALD W. NEWHOUSE is affiliated with
Glendale Federal Bank in Laguna Hills.

LAURENCE G. PREBLE, head of the 70lawyer real estate department of the Los
Angeles-based O'Melveny & Myers, was
quoted in the article, "Lawyers Examine
Creative Financing," California Law
Business/Los Angeles Daily journal, in the
March 19,1990 issue.

RICHARD E. SPANN, judge of the Antelope
Valley Municipal Court, was profile in the
Los Angeles Daily Journal on March 21, 1990.
SPANN headed the solid rocket development section at Edwards Aid Force Base
before his career change to the legal
profession.

1969

1975

PATRICK KELLY, as of July 1,1990, is
president of the Los Angeles County Bar
Association.

MARK STERN has formed a partnership
in Westport, Connecticut and ·is opening
offices in Beverly Hills and Elmsford,
New York.

1980
SCOTT J. BOVITZ, for the fifth yea r,
spoke on recent bankruptcy developments
at the California State Bar Convention in
San Diego.
DIANE B. PATRICK, an attorney with
Harvard University, has been elected to the
Board of Trustees of Cambridge College, an
accredited and independent graduate chool
for working adults. PATRICK is a staff
attorney in the Office of the Gene ral
Counsel at Harvard, where she is involved
in a broad range of legal issues, particularly
in the area of labor and employment
relations. PATRICK also serves as a trustee
of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy
and is a board member of the Civil Liberties
Union in Massachusetts.

TIMOTHY P. MCNULTY opened his
office on December 1,1989, in Kihei,
Maui, Hawaii.
ALAN THALER has become associated with
Bidna & Keyys in Newport Beach.

1982

John 0. Adams
JOHN 0. ADAMS, owner of Tinsel Town
Art Galleries, has assumed the position of
chairman of the board of the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce. ADAMS concentrates his law practice on the handling of
Chapter 11 business reorganization and
other insolvency matters.

WILLIAM T. DELHAGEN, after 14 years
(eight years as a partner) at the Los Angeles
law firm of Kirtlan & Packard, has joined the
insurance defense/aviation litigation firm of
Belcher, Henzie & Biegenzahn, also in Los
Angeles, as a partner. He continues to
specialize in aviation and products tort
litigation.

1976
GIBSON WHITNEY LEE, who was appointed
in 1989 to the Long Beach Municipal Court,
was profiled in the Los Angeles Daily
journal on April 25,1990.

1983

1979

SOUSSAN G. BRUGUERA was appointed to
the Los Angeles Municipal Court bench by
Governor George Deukmejian, and is
assigned to Division Th ree Downtown at the
Civil Court House on Grand Avenue in
downtown Los Angeles.

Wj}Jiam T. De!Hagen

GREGG A. NOEL was named a partner of
the Los Angeles office of Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flam in March, 1990,
bringing the international law firm to about
1,100 attorneys in 13 offices
worldwide. NOEL specializes in
corporate/restructuring law.

JAMES J. MCGARRY of the law firm of
MCGARRY, LAUFENBERG & RADERS in Los
Angeles, stated that the firm celebrated the
third ann iversary of its founding. This small,
five-man firm practices in the fields of
general civil litigation, including products
liability, insurance bad faith, and indemnity
and coverage disputes.

1981

1970

Gregg A. Noel

REBECCA H. FISCHER assumed the position
of vice president and corporate counsel
(department manager) of Capital Bank in
Miami, Florida; Capital Bank of California,
Century City; and Capital Bank/North
America, Washington, D.C. She is married
to Leonard S. Traub of Johannesburg,
South Africa.

Barbara C. Fox

BARBARA C. FOX of Santa Monica has been
appointed vice president in the Office of
the General Counsel, of First Interstate
Bancorp in Los Angeles. She was named
assistant vice president in September, 1989.

1984
CAROLYN CLARK McKITTERICK of Paul,
Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in Costa Mesa,
CA and her classmate and husband GARY
McKITTERICK '84 of Allen Matkins, et al in
Irvine, CA have two daughters, Katherine
Ann and Kelly Clark.

1986
ANA-MARIA CARNESOLTAS was sworn in
as Dade County court judge in 1989.
CARNESOLTAS previously was a criminal
and civil litigator for 10 years and served as
assistant U.S. attorney for the Southern
District of Florida, deputy district attorney in
Los Angeles and assistant city attorney for
Miami, Florida.
CHRISTY ENGELS is a partner in the
Brentwood law firm of Tortaro, Engels &
Shanahan, and is specializing in plaintiff
personal injury. ENGELS was deputy city
attorney with the City of Santa Monica.

IRA l. GOLDSTEIN is clerk of the newly
formed San Fernando Valley Alumni
Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity,
International.

ROD FICK has transferred to the Orange
County office of the law firm of Catkin,
Collins & Franscell, where he continues to
practice in government liability defense
matters, specializing in representing law
enforcement agencies in Southern
California. FICK has developed and
presented a civil liability seminar for
members of the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department and the police
deparments of Anaheim, Corona, Costa
Mesa, Redondo Beach and San Bernardino.

MARCIA R. MEOLI spoke to the Grand
Rapids Home Builders Association and the
Holland Home Builders Association in
October, 1989 and March, 1990, respectively,
about construction liens. She has also been
appointed to the Board of the Ottawa
County Center for Women in Transition, a
nonprofit o rganization providing support
for women who are victims of domestic
violence.

ROBERT PARDO co-founded the real estate
investment advisory firm, Esquire
Investment Partners, Ltd ., in downtown Los
Angeles. The firm engages in the
acquisition, asset management, leasing and
deposition of comme rcial and recreational
real estate on behalf of foreign and
domestic investors. It also represents both
landlords and tenants in office and retail
leasing requirements.
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CHRISTOPHER W. SILVA has become
associated with the law firm of Frandzel &
Share, which has offices in los Angeles,
Irvine, San Francisco and Fresno. The firm
continues to practice in the areas of
financial-institution and commercial law.
JEFFREY R. STOKE continues his practice
with lillick & McHose in San Diego. STOKE
specializes in real estate transactions and
commercial leasing, and is active in
community service including Big Brothers
and the legal Counsel for the San Diego
junior Chamber of Commerce.

1987
RONALD H. BLUMBERG of Greene,
Broillet, Paul, Simon & Wheeler in los
Angeles, is a member of the California Trial
lawyers Association, the South Bay Bar
Association, and the los Angeles, Trial
lawyers Association (and its Public Relations
and Government Affairs committees).

ALUMNI ELECnONS

HOLBROOK, W'Illiam F. '85

Continued from page 1

Employment: Associate with Thelen,
Marrin, Johnson & Bridges
"I have been on the Loyola Board
of Governors since 1984 when I was
president of the Student Bar
Association, Evening Division. During
this time I have taken part in the
growth of alumni activities from the
annual dinner to the present board
range - the annual dinner, the golf
and tennis tournaments, the outings
to the Hollywood Bowl, The Phantom
of the Opera, and the Downtown
Forum. I strongly believe that an
active alumni group is the core of
the Law SChool's future. 1want to
continue to support these activities,
to continue the interaction between
the Board of Governors and students,
and to participate in any other
activities which will enhance Loyola
Law SChool in the legal community
and the region it serves."

Raising Program
Chairman, Twentieth Anniversary
Class Reunion, Class 1966
Loyola Law School Special Events,
Awards
Career Planning and Placement,
and Mentor Committees
Loyola Law School Donovan
Fellow
Founder, Law School Scholarship
Fund (assisting second, third and
fourth year students in need of
financial assistance)
"My own experience at Loyola Law
School made me appreciate its
commitment to academic excellence, an impression confirmed by
recruiting interviews over the years
with Loyola students and graduates.
My fund raising and alumni activities
on behalf of the law school were
born out of realization that
maintaining and improving this
standard of excellence required a
great deal of support from alumni
whose careers have benefited from
it, as has mine. I have served on the
Loyola Board of Governors for the
last two years as a means of
continuing in the pursuit of that goal.
If re-elected, I hope to continue in
that work."
CHRIST, Roxanne E. '85

joseph A. Hendrix

JOSEPH A. HENDRIX has become associated
with ~he Orange County office of San
Francisco-based Sedgwick, Detert, Moran &
Arnold. HENDRIX devotes his practice
primarily to the handling of general liability
matters including products liability,
premises liability and construction law, and
he is a member of the Beverly Hills Bar
Association and the California Trial lawyers
Association.

1989
MICHAEL DESMOND FITTS was presented
in October, 1989 with the Fede ral Bar
Association's judge Barry Russell Award for
scholarly excelle nce in a federal practice
course at an ABA-accredited law school.
JULIE H. GUROFF is affiliated with the law
offices of Paul E. Gavin in Oceanside. She
resides with husband Stephen in San Diego.
MATTHEW l. Kl NLEY is associated with
Tredway, Brandmeyer, Brazelton &
lumsdaine in Downey.
ADRIENNE KRIKORIAN is employed with
Hill, Genson, Even, Crandall & Wade of
Woodland Hills.

BIRTHS AND
ADOPTIONS
SCOTT W. ALDERTON '85 - a son,
Chase Brandon Scott, born April 25,
1990.
MICHAEL F. NEWMAN '78 and his wife
Susan - May 18, 1990 adoption of Amy
Kathryn, born January 26, 1990.
PHILIP C. MAYNARD '80 and Therese
Maynard, professor of Jaw - a daughter,
Remington Marie, born May 16, 1990.

INMEMORIUM
ALAN G. CAMPBELL '.36 passed away on
March I 7, I 990.
WIWAM D. McGARRY '49 passed away
at the age of 74 on April 6, 1990 in Lorna
Unda. McGarry was a member of the
storied Flying Tigers who escaped after
three years as a Japanese prisoner of war
during world war II. McGarry practiced
law with the U.S. military services and
then privately in Los Angeles.

CORRECTION
NEAL T. FEINERMAN '76 was incorrectly
listed under the "Retirement" section of
the spring 1990 Loyola Lawyer.
FEINERMAN left, not retired from, the
firm of Dootson, McNerney & Feinerman,
P.S., and joined as a shareholder
(principal) the Bellevue, Washington law
firm of Trujillo & Peick, P.S. FEINERMAN
practices business, real estate, family law
and civil litigation. The LOyola Lawyer
regrets the error.
•

Employment: Atlantic Richfield
Company
Affiliations: Honorary Committee of
Loyola Law School Women
Alumni Scholarship Fund
Current Vice President of the
Board of Governors
"I have remained active with the
Loyola Law School Board of
Governors since graduation, recently
devoting much of my effort to fund
raising on the school's behalf. I
would like to serve on the Board for
one final term in order to see the
culmination of these efforts with the
completion of the Hall of the 80s, the
generous endowment of the women
Alumni Scholarship Fund and the
continually increasing involvement
of alumni from the 80s."
DAAR, David '56

Employment: Daar & Newman
Faculty, First National College of
Advocacy- Hastings College of Law
National College of Advocacy
Affiliations: Speaker, Various
Industry Trade Associations
(Class Action Utigation
Prosecution and Defense Tactics)
Member, Association of Business
Trial Lawyers
Member, Conference of Insurance
Counsel
Member, National Transportation
Safety Board Bar Association
Director, Insurance Council for the
City of Hope
Director /Knight, The Friars Club
Chairman, Membership
Committee and Advisory Board,
Center for Law and the
Handicapped
"Over the years, I have watched
the Law School grow, and have
taken great pride in our institution's
ever-increasing national reputation.
Those of you who know me will
understand that my commitment to
serve would guarantee a hard
worker for the benefit of our school.
If I am accepted on the Alumni
Board of Governors, you have
that promise."
DZIDA, Joseph Steven '79

Employment: Partner, Sullivan,
workman & Dee
Affiliations: Staff. Loyola of Los
Angeles Law Review
Loyola Alumni Activities (Reunion,
Hall of 705, Advocates )
"It would be an honor to serve on
the Board of Governors and to
continue to serve, and participate in
the Law School community."

MC LAUGHLIN, Lawrence J. '78

Employment: Partner, McLaughlin
& Irvin
"Who cares about Loyola? I do!
And you should too. You are a
reflection of Loyola and Loyola is a
reflection of you. As a member of the
Board of Governors, I intend to
enhance Loyola's image in the
community as well as among its
many alumni. I will give my time and
talents to Loyola if you give me the
opportunity. I will not ask for
anything in return except for the
personal satisfaction of knowing I
have helped make a great school
even greater.
The last two years on the Board
have been both enjoyable and
productive. Many challenging
projects are planned in the near
future and 1hope to be part of them."
NISHIZAW~, Eric Y. '88

Employment: Morgan, Lewis
& Beckius
Education: UCLA, B.A.
International Christian University,
Tokyo, Japan, Kenkyusei
Affiliations: Business Law and
Utigation Society
Asian Pacific American Law
Students Association
"I woulq like to join the Board's
continuing efforts to strengthen the
bonds that tie together the Loyola
Law School community. In addition, I
would like to see Loyola expand its
international influence."
ROBERTS, Judith '83

Employment: Judith Roberts Attorney
search Consultants
Education: University of Michigan,
B.A. with distinction
Certificates in International and
Comparative Law, Kings College,
University of London
Affiliations: Law Office Management
section, Los Angeles County Bar
Charter Member, Josephson Ethics
Institute
National Association of Legal
search Consultants
University of Michigan Alumni
Board of Governors
Vice- President
"My third year as a Board member
has been an interesting one. I served
on the Alumni Dinner Committee,
and I am especially proud of my
continuing role in developing the
Loyola Student/Alumni Mentor
Program, in which a stJJdent is
matched with an alum who is willing
to counsel and guide during law
school and beyond. I also enjoyed
speaking to students regarding how
to find a job if unsuccessful in the
on-campus interview process.
Law school opened a new world of
opportunity to me and now I have a
chance to give back some of what I
gained by energetically and
enthusiastically supporting the
school as it stretches to realize its
full potential. I want to be an active
participant in promoting Loyola's

increasing prestige within the legal
community. I hope to continue the
work which I have begun by being
elected as a Board member for the
next term."
ROMERO, Martha E. '86

Employment: Office of the County
Counsel
Education: Hardin-Simmons
University, M.A.
UCLA, B.A.
Affiliations: Los Angeles County Bar
Association
Mexican American Bar Association
"Upon graduation from Loyola, I
became extremely active in bar
association activities. However, I
would like to return to my previous
active role with Loyola, as well as
bring my enthusiasm and motivation
in working to improve the school
and the education of the students."
SHARP, Keith A. '83
Employment: Falk & Sharp

"It has been my pleasure and
privilege to serve on the Alumni
Board of Governors during the past
several years. Alumni participation
in the Law School has increased
tremendously and it is up to the
Board of Governors to continue
its commitment to provide quality
services and programs for the benefit
of alumni and students. I have
demonstrated this commitment
through my service on the Board of
Governors and its various committees and very much welcome the
opportunity to continue my efforts
on your behalf. Please take the
time to vote and thank you for
your support."
VOGL, Richard G. '68

Employment: Commissioner, Orange
County Superior Court
"Having served two years on the
Board, I recognize the tremendous
sum of work which can be accomplished by a caring and activist
board. I'd like to continue in playing
the small part that I can, and to that
end I do ask for your vote. A 1968
graduate, I think I am the only Board
Member from the 60s! Professionally,
I now sit on the Superior Court in
Orange County as a Court
Commissioner, Family Law Panel."
ZIEBARTH, Irene E. '84

Employment: Holzwarth, Powell
& Stein
"As a member of the class of 1984,
I was pleased to establish the
orange County Alumni Fund in 1988
to advance law school projects in
Orange County. Since that time, I
have served as an active member of
the Orange county Alumni
Committee and was Program
Chairperson for the first Orange
County Forum on world trade,
Competing In A World Market. I
would be pleased to serve on the
Board of Governors and continue my
efforts to enhance the reputatiQn of
Loyola Law School and encourage
•
collegiality among the alumni."

PUBLIC INTEREST

Continued from page 3

Christine Torre
Susan
Weingarten

Public Counsel
western Law
Center for
the Handicapped

Public Interest Loan Assistance
Program Available to Loyola
Graduates

Loyola's Public Interest Loan
Assistance Program (PILAP) is
available to Loyola graduates,
beginning with the class of 1988,
who work for a qualified public
interest employer, at an annual
salary of less than $35,000.
Applications and more information
about PII..AP are available from
Assistant Dean Carol Ross-Burnett,
in the Career Planning and
Placement Office, or by calling the
•
office at (2I3) 736-I 150.
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EXHIBIT LAUNCHES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
commitment to its past, present and
future to female s tudents."
In order to aid as many students
as possible donations will be
accepted throughout the year for the
women Alumni Scholarship Fund
and those persons contributing will
be acknowledged in the Law
School's Honor Roll of Donors
booklet distributed in the Fall.
All donations can be addressed to
The women Alumni Scholarship
Fund, Loyola Law School, 1441

w. Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90015.

GOV. BOB MILLER
SPEAKS IN L.A.

Honorary Committee Members of
the women Alumni Scholarship
Fund include:
1 Judith I. Bloom '75, Roxanne Christ
'85, Yolanda Clark '81, Janet Toll
Davidson '78, Claudia Eaton '88, Prof.
Edith Friedler '80, Jennifer Kamita '88,
Sheila James Kuehl, Joan Ostroy ' 77,
Patricia Phillips '67, Prof ]a1ma Rankin,
Judith Roberts '83, Prof. Frederica
sedgwick '70, Ana segura '77, and
Margaret Ann Shaw

Helen Hardin, 1943-1884

elen Hardin, known to many
as a premiere native_.. American contemporary
artist, was remembered by the
Curator of the Galeria Capistrano
and long-time friend, Sue DiMaio as
an exceptional person who overcame much adversity to create some
of the more remarkable art works
that exist today. Members of the
Loyola Law School community and
special guests had the opportunity
to view Hardin's creations during
a recent art exhibit held at
the Law School.
The Exhibit was also the "kick-off'
fundraising activity for the newly
established Women Alumni
Scholarship Fund. Those persons
attending the event contributed to
the fund and participated in an
auction with works of Hardin
donated to the Law School by
DiMaio for this purpose. Several
alumnae volunteered their time to
serve as "Honorary" Committee
Members and former Law School
Professor Sheila ]ames Kuehl served
as auctioneer for the event.
Hardin died in 1984 at the age of
41 from cancer. During her lifetime
she was noted as saying that from
an early stage in life she always gave
the appearance of doing things the
way others thought they were
suppose to be done, but found a way
to interject her own individuality. She
felt that an artist had to fantacize - to
be in places where they really were
not in order to create. She was an
independent, strong-willed person
and her personality is reflected in her
art. Often in conflict with the more
traditional Pueblo standards, Hardin
and her mother, who was also an
artist, often differed in their views on
how particular themes should be
interpreted and presented. While
most of her art depicts Indian
themes, very obviously Hardin's own
interpretations and individuality
were infused in each piece.
It was ]anna Rankin, professor of
Parks Management at San Diego
State University who brought the
talents of this artist to the attention
of the Law School.
"I appreciate Hardin's work
partially because of what I know
about her and because I can identify
with so much of her life and because
I envy her ability to focus despite
the tensions and conflicts which
she knew."
one series in Hardin's collection is
the "Women" series which includes
pieces called "Changing Woman,"

Governor Bob Miller dass of 1971

ften when the state of
Nevada is mentioned during
a conversation most people
immediately think of the desert or a
place to play games. Recently
Nevada's Governor Bob Miller '71,
came to town to discuss his state
and games and tourism were not a
priority. Foremost on his agenda,
during a press conference held at the
Sheraton Grande Hotel, downtown
Los Angeles, was to discuss his
state's diverse economy and the
possibility of California and Nevada
developing a partnership for joint
trade offices in foreign countries
that would prove beneficial to
both s tates.
As Governor of the nation's fastest
growing state, Miller spearheads
Nevada's economic development
efforts and recognizes the
tremendous economic potential of
the Pacific Rim states. Serving as
chairman of Nevada's Commission
on Economic Development and its
Commission of Tourism also helps
him stay close to and feel the pulse
of the state's current and future
economic picture.
During his press conference Gov.
Miller discussed his views on the
possible establishment of the joint
california-Nevada Trade Offices and
stated that he views the strengthening of Nevada's business relationship with California as a key to future
economic prosperity of both states.
Further, he believes that by developing such a partnership, this would
cut costs for both states while
presenting foreign investers with a
more complete picture of opportunities available in the Pacific
Rim region.
The Governor is quite proud of his
state and quick to point out that
while gaming and tourism are
important factors for the state's
economy, Nevada's growth is in
terms of population and new jobs.
According to Gov. Miller, Nevada is
"averaging more than 55 new, nontourism businesses a year, with a
substantial number of companies
announcing plans to open new
operations within the immediate
future, and thereby creating new job
opportunities.
Gov. Bob Miller received his
undergraduate degree in Political
Science from the University of Santa
Clara and his Juris Doctor degree
from Loyola Law School in 1971. He
is a recognized leader in the area of
law enforcement and victim's rights,
and while serving as President of the
National District Attorney's
Association set up the first national
Center for the Prosecution of Child
Abuse. More recently, Gov. Miller
assisted in the formaton of the
Citizen Committee on Victim Rights,
a first-of-its-kind coalition of victim
•
service agencies in Nevada.
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Dean Frakt and Sue DiMaio took a few minutes to chat-before the event began.

Attorney judith I. Bloom 75 and students attending the Hardin Exhibit discussed their views on this
particular piece on display.

"Medicine Woman," "listening
Woman," and "Creative Woman."

Dean Frakt, in discussing the newly
established scholarship fund and the
exhibit says a scholarship will be
awarded, annually, to an upper
division female student actively
involved in programs whose focus is
on issues pertaining to women.
"This art exhibit is a fitting way,"
he said "to express the Law School's
Sheila Kuehl seemed to enjoy her role as Auctioneer and was able to generate m uch interest in the art work.
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ORDER OF THE COIF RECEPTION
oyola Law School's acceptance
into the Order of the Coif, legal
education's national honorary
society, was celebrated at a
reception at the Law School. The
award to Loyola of membership in
the Order of the Coif is a recognition
by faculty members of America's
most outstanding law schools of the
excellent quality of Loyola's faculty,
students and facilities. For those
exceptional students who were
recognized by the Order of the Coif,
this is an honor comparable to
election to Phi Beta Kappa and
should enhance their legal career
opportunties. Retroactive for two
class years, the Order of the Coif
membership provided that alumni
from the classes of 1988 and 1989 be
inducted as members. They were:
Class of 1988

Pamela Louise Andes
Blake Ashley
Laura Ben-Porat
Rosette c. Cadry
Christopher carico
wayne D. Clayton
Timothy K. Cutler
Taylor Allen Ewell
Marilyn Feuchs-Marker
Cinthia Rae Fischer
Leanne ]. Fisher
Robert Steven Fore
Roger Brian Goff
]. Nichols Gross
Arthur John Hazarabedian
David Ward Isbell
Lynn M. Johnson
Jennifer S. Kamita
Anthony H. Kaufman
Anne Kindt
Jordan Richard Kort
Theresa Marie Lem
Douglas Gerald Matsui
Randi Maurer
Frederica S. Maveety
Susan joan Page
Susan Pockros
Steven Howard Price
Brian S. Rafelson
John L Savva
Daniel Paul Sedor
Betty M. Shumener
Alexander Shipman
Sharon L Tamiya
David Patrick Towbin
Charles Weinstein
Eolia A. Woodall
Class of 1989
Robert L Aldisert
Mitchell Lee Beckloff
Ellen Minda Berkowitz
Eleanor Bertwell-Mask
Lawrence Bruce Burke
Gregg R Cannady
H. Bruce Carter
Justine Mary Casey
Rabia Anne Cebeci
Michael Desmond Fitts
Joseph Leo Greenslade
Ondrea Dae Hidley
Albert ;en-Chuan Chang
Paul Edward Lerandeau
Gerald P. Linder
Kelly Lynn McCracken
Glenn S. McRoberts
Andrew Dean Morrison
Richard Lee Motzkin
Anthony Patrick Munoz
Brian Nathan Nairin
Glen Timothy Neal
Lee New
Karen M. Nielsen
Paul Joseph O'Rourke
Mich~el R overly
Joan E. Presky
Stewart Pressman
Doree A. Reno
Patrick Steven Rodriguez
Lynne Rene Schroeder
Sara ]. Silver
Lisa Simantob
Suzanne E. Teachey
Richard B. Vilsoet
Thomas Michael Ware
Michael Jonathon Wise
Barbara G. Zelkind

LAW SCHOOL
TO INITIAn
COMMURR
PROGRAM
raffle congestion, increasing
costs for automobile maintenance and the quality of air
in Southern California has been a
source of stress, frustration and
concern for many daily commuters
in Los Angeles and surrounding
counties. For those who think the
situation could not possibly get
worse, there may be cause for
more concern if reports currently
circulating are true which indicate
that by the year 2000 an additional
5.5 million people are expected to
populate this area with a possibility
of as many as three-quarters of
them making daily, round-trip rides
by car into the Los Angeles-area to
add to the already unbearable
traffic situation.

T

jennifer S. Kamila '88, H. Bruce Carter '89, Dean Arthur N. Frakt; ana Professor Lorry Solum
congratulated former faculty member Alan Ides '79, (second from right) upon being bestowed
with the first honorary member award.

The growing concern about the
environment has prompted the
South Coast Air Quality Management
Office to issue requirements to those
companies located in downtown Los
Angeles to change the current
methods many of their employees
use in order to get to work; and,
the areas affected include the
uptown section of town that houses
Loyola Law School.
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The Order of the Coif reception was well-represented by Loyola's women faculty m embers inducted
into the Order. (L toR) Faculty members Ellen P. Aprill, Vicki Michel '79, Unda S. Beres, Marcy
Strauss and Gilda Tuoni-Russel.

Charter Members
Members of the Loyola Law School
faculty who were Coif members as
students:
Linda S. Beres
Terrence P. Collingsworth
Jennifer Friesen
Victor]. Gold
Bryan D. Hull
Randy Frances Kandel
Lary Lawrence
Daniel E. Lazaroff
Therese H. Maynard
Samuel H. Pillsbury
Kathryn W. Tate
Florrie Young Roberts
Faculty Members
Elected to the Coif at the
Organizational Meeting of the
Chapter were:
Ellen P. Aprill
Robert W. Benson
John 0. calmore
William G. Coskran
Jan C. Costello
Donald W. Cowen
Arthur N. Frakt
Edith z. Friedler
Edward M. Gaffney, Jr.
George c. Garbesi
Charlotte Goldberg
Stanley A. Goldman
Gideon Kanner
Sheila ]ames Kuehl
Laurie L Levenson
Frederick]. Lower, Jr.
Karl M. Manheim
Christopher N. May
John T. McDermott
Vicki Michel
Louis M. Natali, Jr.
Robert ]. Nissenbaum
John T. Nockleby
Dan Schechter
Sean M. Scott
Frederica M. Sedgwick
Daniel P. Selmi
Arnold I. Siegel
joseph V. Sliskovich
Uonel S. Sobel
Lawrence B. Solum

Daniel L Stewart
Marcy Strauss
Jon L Sylvester
Gilda Tuouni-Russell
Gary Carlton Williams
Michael E. Wolfson
Harry N. Zavos

•

This year, companies employing
less than 500 employees were asked
to devise a plan which would limit
the number of cars used by their
employees in order to reduce traffic
congestion and ·a ir pollution. While it
is understood that many persons
have no other means of getting to
work, South Coast Air Quality
Management recommends that
everyone strives to obtain alternate
methods of transportation to assist
in reducing the problem.
Loyola, under the direction of
Robert A. Cooney, assistant dean for
Business and Development, conducted a survey (developed by the
Consulting Firm of Crane and
Associates) to learn how its
employees came to work and to find
out what, if any, alternate methods
could be utilized. This survey was
circulated to faculty and staff and
from the results Mark Weiner,
director of Auxiliary Services,
with the assistance of Martha
Gonzalez of his staff, devised
a plan that will be introduced
to staff in the coming weeks.

Members of the Board of Governors attending
the reception included judith Roberts '83 and
Yolanda Y. Clark '81.

The intent of the Loyola Law
School Plan is to get faculty
and staff to be more aware and
to utilize other methods of
transportation - methods such as
carpooling, vanpools, bicycling
and, believe it or not - public
transportation.
Without a workable plan those
companies found in violation of the
regulation devised by South Coast
Air Quality Management will find
that a rather harsh penalty will be
levied on their organization. Loyola's
administration is confident that with
the support of faculty and staff a
plan can be implemented that will
help the Law School meet the
requirements as well as relieve some
of the burden now experienced by
those driving on to campus daily. •

Glen Neal '89, Hillary Bibico.ff'91, Professor
Stanley Goldman '75 and Albert }.C. Chang '89
were among the guests at the Order of the Coif
reception held in the Student Lounge of the
Burns Building.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 1990
AUGUST

Friday, August 3

All alumni Board of Governor
ballots must be received in
the Alumni Office.
Ballots Counted

Sunday, August 5

Alumni Event Angels Baseball
vs. the Oakland Athletics
Tickets Available
through July 13

I:OOp.m .

Anaheim Stadium

Tuesday, September I I
6:00p.m.
casassa Room

Alumni Association
Board of Governors

Saturday, September IS
6:00 - 8:00p.m.
Picnic
8:30p.m .
Concert

Alumni Night at the
Hollywood Bowl
Fir eworks Finale Show

OCTOBER

Tuesday, August 14
6:00p.m.
Casassa Room

Alumni Association
Board of Governors
First meeting of new board

Friday, October 5
7:30 - 8:00 a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Faculty Lounge

Monday, August 20

Fall Semester Begins

Saturday, October 6

Cl ass of 1980 10-year Reunion

Tuesday, October 9
6:00p.m.
Casassa Room

Alumni Association
Board of Governors

SEPTEMBER

Thursday, September 6
6:00p.m.

Reception for New Attorneys
February Bar Examination

Friday, September 7
7:30 -8:00 a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Faculty Lounge

Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

N O VEMBER

Friday, November 2
7:30 - 8:00a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate

Loyola Law School

Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Faculty Lounge
Tuesday, November 6
6:00p.m.
Casassa Room

Alumni Association
Board of Governors

Thursday, November 15
Sheraton Grande Hotel

Alumni Association
Annual A wards Dinner
$75 per person, $750 Tables
of I 0 Cocktails, no host
Dinner

6:00p.m.
7:00p.m

can or write now to receive priority notice for tickets
to Jerome Robbins Broadw ay at the Shubert - Sunday
January 2 7, 1991.

SAVE THE DATE
November 15, 1990, 6:00 p.m.
ANNUAL ALUMNI DINNER

honoring
Prof. William Coskran '59
sheraton Grande Hotel, ·333 s. Figueroa Avenue
(downtown Los Angeles)
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DARLING PAVILION
Dean Robert A COoney (center) joins Richard Stack (left) of the Darling Foundation and Walter Gerber, artist.
on the frame of the Skybridge which. when completed, will connect the William Rains library's Darling Pavilion
with the casassa Building.
Photo Insert: Walter Gerber with Richard Stack and Erma Chavez of the Darling Foundation as they view the
portrait of Hugh and Hazel Darling.

